The Family Business Consultant and the Family Enterprise Lawyer: Some thoughts on a more productive collaboration
Frequently the family business literature speaks about family governance in terms of various behavioral science theories that help in meeting the challenges presented by complicated relationships among family members who are owners, family members who are not owners, the children of both, nonfamily managers, and members of the board of directors.

However, little is said or written about the contributions that can be made to the governance discussion by perceptive lawyers, who, although having different training and perspectives from their behavioral science colleagues, can make valuable contributions to improve governance structures and the surrounding conversations.

For example:
- Lawyers have accumulated valuable insights regarding the advantages and expected disadvantages of various governance structures and documents. These insights are the result of experiences from their own work when seeing how various governance structures and documents can, or cannot, contribute to avoiding or creating disputes — as well as how these documents will be interpreted if a conflict arises. Poorly drafted documents often fail to resolve common disputes regarding who administers the documented agreement, who is to make what decisions regarding the operations of the company, and/or what has been agreed to in the first place.

For instance, whether decisions will be made by the founder or, if the founder has died or retired, by the owner who is then both President and owner, for specific decisions such as the sale of the company or purchase of another company. Who has what veto powers and, if so, over what decisions? Often, certain owners are denied decision-making powers, resulting in anger and resentment that is frequently manifested in destructive ways. Lawyers have experience that can devise win-win compromises to avoid these situations and persuade those involved of the wisdom of adapting these compromises. At a minimum, the company lawyers should provide documents that clearly and unambiguously state what was agreed to and what was intended.
• Lawyers can assist owners and other family members to have additional agreements in place regarding succession, especially with regard to events that arise when owners die or get divorced. Death and divorce almost always result in the transfer of assets, and these assets will, without appropriate planning, include shares or other ownership interests in the family business. It is critical that appropriate agreements are in place (e.g., agreements that protect ownership from being transferred in divorce) to ensure that, in the event of an untimely or unexpected death, ownership is transferred or inherited by the intended people, and that the transfer does not require the payment of potentially huge amounts of unnecessary estate or inheritance taxes. Such unanticipated events can immediately destroy value or, over time, erode value and governance structures by inhibiting the ability to govern the company effectively.

In my opinion, it is very unwise for family business consultants not to ensure that everyone in an ownership position in the company has an estate plan that covers what will happen to his or her ownership interest if he or she should die— or that there are agreements among the owners that give appropriate people the right to buy back stock that a judge may order to be transferred to non-family members who have become divorced from their former family member spouse. In every estate plan, even those for family members who are relatively young, an obvious need is that the Will (or Trust) of every owner (or prospective owner) provides for the transfer of the ownership interests to his or her heirs in a way that furthers the succession plans the family had agreed to.
Although family business consultants are almost never involved in the business' cash management practices, a much-overlooked fact remains that CASH is almost always KING, and many interpersonal and business problems are caused by limited cash. One of the most difficult interpersonal problems is caused by the company's failure, because of insufficient cash flow, to make an expected distribution of profits to owners who may budget to live off these distributions. Finding a cure for this problem is not in the realm of the problems a family business consultant is expected to address, but it is something he or she should be aware of and can be involved in persuading ownership to take the steps necessary to finding a remedy. Often, the insights of sophisticated tax lawyer in reducing taxes, thus increasing available cash can solve serious interpersonal problems in ways a consultant cannot. These lawyerly skills are not limited to income taxes, but also to reducing or avoiding inheritance and estate taxes which, if one of the major owners of a valuable corporation dies, can create cash needs that inhibit the working of the company. Notably, these skills are not held by all lawyers or accountants. The difference in the ability to solve these problems between a sophisticated or creative tax lawyer and a general business lawyer or accountant can be huge in terms of dollars saved and cash being made available.

And, yet, even after understanding and recognizing what lawyers contribute, it should not be forgotten, and should be well understood, that documents, unlike people, are NOT all created (or written) equal. Some are complete, anticipate future problems, and are written in nonambiguous language. Some are very incomplete, do not deal with anything other than current problems (which like everything change over time), and are ambiguous and confusing. Documents drafted by a lawyer that contain arcane, formal, seemingly "legal" (but unintelligible) language may look impressive but a writing style like this often serves to hide the fact that the document was not well drafted.
“POORLY DRAFTED DOCUMENTS OFTEN FAIL TO RESOLVE COMMON DISPUTES REGARDING WHO ADMINISTERS THE DOCUMENTED AGREEMENT, WHO IS TO MAKE WHAT DECISIONS REGARDING THE OPERATIONS OF THE COMPANY, AND/OR WHAT HAS BEEN AGREED TO IN THE FIRST PLACE.”

Understandably, many family business consultants might be thinking, “Yes, I know the value that good, thoughtful lawyers can offer, but what can I do if the company’s lawyers are not up to par?” Certainly, when a family or company already has a relationship with a lawyer (who may not be delivering insightful, thoughtful and competent advice and clearly-written documents), the consultant is in a difficult position. Criticizing the company lawyer might end up as a non-win proposition and result in the destruction of the relationship of trust that the consultant is trying to build.

Undoubtedly, there is a real risk that the relationship of the consultant to the company will be harmed by creating an enemy of the lawyer — after all, it is not unusual for the owners to have a long-standing relationship with the company lawyer that is more trusting than the relationship with the consultant. Nonetheless, the consultant’s job and contribution should not be limited or compromised by a less than fully competent company lawyer who may already be in place.

Of course, providing input for the family enterprise as to the skills of the company lawyer is valuable and should be done. The unfortunate reality is that all the work and value provided by a consultant can, and sometimes will, be put in jeopardy by a lawyer who is not aware of the nuances of the multi-generational company and the complicated relationships that are entailed.

There is no easy solution for this problem, but family business consultants, more than those in other professions, have the training and interpersonal skills to devise tactful and effective ways to both introduce the problem and to solve it.

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are those of the author only. The information contained in this article is provided solely for informational purposes. This article does not constitute legal advice or create an attorney-client relationship.
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